
Proof-reading for the authors 

 

Dear AJA authors, 

 

Thank you very much for your support to AJA. After the language editing, 

proof-reading and the typesetting, your manuscript has already formed an initial PDF 

file. Now we would like you for proof-reading.  

 

1. Very important statement (please read very carefully) 

 

(1) Some errors might occur during the process of transforming the Word file into the 

PDF file because the process is involved with so many techniques and software. 

This remains the big issue in the field of publishing business. Therefore, 

proof-reading is very necessary. Please pay attention on checking the file from the 

beginning to the end and answering the questions asked by AJA editors, and make 

sure that the text is accurate. 

 

(2) It might be the last chance for you to proof-reading and report the corrections. 

After you report the corrections this time, if you will have new request of 

corrections later, it would be impossible to change anymore. If your article is 

published with mistakes, corrigendum will be needed. And you will be charged an 

amount of money for corrigendum. Therefore, we kindly remind you may pay 

much attention on the proof-reading this time, many thanks. 

 

2. Common mistakes in the PDF file 

 

(1) Missing the words or text (the whole paragraph or part of the paragraph); 

(2) Some special fonts are not shown correctly (e.g. , ); 

(3) The mistake about regular or italic font (such as the gene should be in the italic 

font...); 

(4) The content in the table might be displayed incorrectly or missing; 

(5) Lack of the number of references in the text; 

(6) Some important information (e.g. number, data, symbol, unit…) might be 

displayed incorrectly or missing; 

 



 

3. How to open the PDF file? How to edit and mark the comment on the PDF 

file? 

 

In order to facilitate the process of publication, please use the “Adobe Acrobat 8.0 

professional” software (or higher version, you may download it from the website). 

Please use the “comment” to give us your feedback, and the specific steps are as 

below: 

(1) Open the PDF file, and please use the Adobe Acrobat 8.0 professional software 

which could edit the PDF file. It is not the regular Adobe Acrobat Reader software 

which could only read the PDF file; 

(2) Please click the toolbars “comments”, and then click “Display the list of 

comments” .Please check through the PDF file, and see whether you agree with 

the corrections the AJA editors made. Please also answer the questions AJA 

editors asked. Please use the “comment” tool, and write down which part you 

would like to revise. In order to let AJA editors to understand, each comment at 

least should consist two parts: (a) which part do you want to revise?; and (b) what 

are the reasons that you want to revise? 

(3) AJA editors have already revised your PDF file, and have asked the questions. 

Please answer the questions in the each comment box of AJA editors.  

(4) Friendly reminder: if you find the mistakes in the article, please tell us what the 

corrected way is, not only stating that “it is wrong”. 

(5) If you have difficulty in using the “Adobe Acrobat 8.0 professional”, please ask 

your students, friends and colleagues for help, thank you so much! 

 


